AIDS AND TB.


WHAT THE DOCTORS CALL:

"A NEW PLAGUE!" Some information, as usual - will be CONTRADICTORY. But the INFORMATION we do have - is SHIVERY. It is a COMPANION of AIDS. The OLD-FASHIONED TYPE of "TUBERCULOSIS" (TB) had/has a "CONTAGIOUS PERIOD" of 10 days. In COMBINATION with AIDS it is CONTAGIOUS for 6 MONTHS! And DOUBLY DANGEROUS than the OLD-FASHIONED TYPE. That is not exactly so. It is FAR MORE THAN: "DOUBLY DANGEROUS!" Because "NEW FORMS" of the TB VIRUS are forming. Since a comprehensive programme has not been formed nor planned - and since the usual "ANTIBIOTICS" for a 6 MONTH TREATMENT PROGRAMME COST about $300.00. And since NEW STRAINS of TB ARE DEVELOPING that are "DRUG-RESISTANT" (Meaning that no known DRUGS will touch them.) And these "STRAINS" are: "50 to 80% FATAL!" And if they come as COMPANIONS of "AIDS!" - they are 100% FATAL! A generally WEAK CONSTITUTION would up the PERCENTAGE.

AS IN THE TIME OF THE "BLACK PLAGUE" -

It may not be safe to congregate with "PEOPLE!" In the "BLACK PLAGUE!" people did not know it, but they went to CHURCH to "PRAY!" for "PROTECTION!" and picked up the PLAGUE THERE! (That's where/when we will find out - which is the: "WRONG CHURCH!" If we had been WIDE-AWAKE we would have seen that in GC 589. 1884 GC 407. When God's Spirit is withdrawn their SHOTS - INOCULATIONS - ANTIBIOTICS - will BOOMERANG and they will DIE LIKE FLIES - whole CITIES will be left: "DE SOLATE!" 1884 GC 407. GC 589. DEAD BODIES AROUND
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THE WORLD -NEITHER GATHERED, LAMENTED, NOR BURIED! Can you IMAGINE these TURN-COATS leaving this OUT of EW 48 but 'found in "THE PRESENT TRUTH" MIDDLETOWN, CONN. SEPTEMBER 1849. RH 1:11. PT 32. We printed THOUSANDS of these just now, you may have one from a recent Mailing.) "...help speed those MESSENGERS, that God has called...they would be SAFE from the PREVAILING PESTILENCE. But if any went that were NOT SENT OF GOD, they would be in danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE...SOON THE DEAD AND DYING WILL BE ALL AROUND US. I saw that some will be so HARDENED, as to even make SPORT of the JUDGMENTS OF GOD. (AIDS VICTIMS DO.) Then the SLAIN of the LORD (MIKE CLUTE?) will be from one End of the Earth, to the other; they will not be LAMENTED - GATHERED - NOR BURIED; but their ILL-SAVIOR will come up from the Face of the WHOLE EARTH. Those ONLY who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD, will be SHELTERED from the STORM OF WRATH, that will soon fall on the Heads of those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH." In hope, E.G.WHILE.

KIND OF NICE THAT YOUR LEADERS -

LIFTED THIS OUT OF EW 48 - YES - ???. And have the HABITUAL LIARS from the CRADLE DENY IT -

(1) THIS IS THE SEALING TIME.

(2) THIS IS THE DESTRUCTION OF "THE DUMB DOGS" THAT WOULD NOT BARK.

(3) THE ONLY "MESSAGE!" THEY HAVE IS "CELEBRATION!" HOW "SAVED!" WE ARE.

(4) NOW SEE THEM DROP DEAD! As shown ever so clearly in T3:267. RH 2:49. T5:211.

(5) WHO - WHEN - AND WHY - !!!! "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. And the WIELANDS and the FOLKENBERGS and the FORDS and the STANDISHES tell them they are: "SAVED!" WHERE THEY ARE! AS THEY ARE! Their "DEATH SENTENCE!" "PEACE AND SAFETY!"

(6) THE ONLY ONES SEALED WILL BE THOSE WHO "SIGH AND CRY FOR ALL THE ABOMINATIONS!" THAT BE DONE IN THE CHURCH! "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. "BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER OF "ALL!" THOSE WHO DO
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NOT THUS SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary!" T3:267. "HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH...WAS THE FIRST!" T5:217. LIKE THAT IDIOT - "JOHNSSON!" And all who SUPPORT HIM! They SURE did us a BIG FAVOR to leave this OUT of EW 48 - !!! And will you tell ANYONE ABOUT IT - ??? Will you send for RE-PRINTS of PT 22 and 32 - ??? Do not say: "SOME!" Say HOW MANY! We send them by WEIGHT. MORE OR LESS - HOW MANY?

ONE POSSIBLE CURE FOR TB -

ELDER C.A. ANDERSON - before he died lived at "EAST STANWOOD," WASHINGTON. We used to visit him, he used to visit our Group out on the Coast. He cured his TB. NEVER do this unless your LUNGS ARE FULL - !!! FILL YOUR LUNGS. HAUL OFF WITH YOUR FIST AND SLUG THE BOTTOM OF YOUR RIB CAGE! TB - PNEUMONIA - BRONCHITIS - CONGESTION IN THE LUNGS. A STAGNANT SWAMP. MOVEMENT ELECTRIFIES. STAGNATION KILLS. SHAKE THE LUNGS BY THIS METHOD. (ASK YOUR DOCTOR OF COURSE - IF YOU CAN TAKE IT.) 3 TIMES - 3 TIMES A DAY. Get the CIRCULATION GOING AND BRING YOUR LUNGS BACK TO LIFE!. ELDER ANDERSON TOLD ME HE CURED HIS TB BY THIS METHOD. (PERHAPS A VIBRATOR HELD AGAINST THE LOWER RIB-CAGE WOULD DO IT.) NATURALLY some one with BADLY "PERFORATED" LUNGS WOULD NOT DARE TRY THIS TREATMENT.

THIS IS ENTIRELY DIFFERENT -

THIS IS TO KEEP FROM GETTING CONGESTION IN THE FIRST CASE. PREVENTION. FORCE THE AIR "OUT!" OF YOUR LUNGS. YOUR LUNGS ARE MADE TO FORCE OUT. (Not FORCE IN!) PUFF - PUFF - PUFF - PUFF AS LOW AS YOU CAN. Get the AIR OUT of YOUR LOWER LUNGS. Where STAGNATION is LIABLE TO SETTLE - and you will NEVER get PNEUMONIA. PUFF OUT! Let the AIR RETURN NATURALLY - do not FORCE it in - FORCE it "OUT!" When I did this in the HOSPITAL the HEAD-NURSE at once got OTHERS to do it - I believe she wanted to see if those Patients would NOT GET "HOSPITAL PNEUMONIA." Which is such a Big Killer. BREATHE OUT! PUFF - PUFF - PUFF - PUFF! 3 Times a Day. Even if it HURTS YOUR LUNGS A BIT - that's when you REALLY NEED IT. Naturally don't OVERDO IT! Don't be a FOOL! GOD BLESS YOU.
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COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE, THAT YE BE NOT PARTAKERS OF HER SINS, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES!" REV. 18:4.

PERSIAN GULF 1991

2,000 to 2,500 ADVENTISTS ENTERED THE GULF WAR FOR A BRIBE OF $,9000.00 EACH. NEWSMEDIA REPORTS - THEY DRAGGED BACK HOME ALL SORTS OF EXOTIC DISEASE GERMS TO EVERY CORNER OF THE NATION. ARE WE GOING TO REAP THE HARVEST - ??? ADVENTIST "FORT DETRICK" LABORATORY "AIDS!" AND NOW THIS - ???
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